
DOJ’S UNTRACKED
EMAIL SPYING
As Wired reports, DOJ blew off the requirement
that it tell Congress how many pen registers and
trap and trace devices they used for the entire
Bush Administration.

[…]the Justice Department was not
following the law and had not provided
Congress with the material at least for
years 2004 to 2008. On the flip side,
Congress was not exercising its watchdog
role, thus enabling the Justice
Department to skirt any oversight
whatsoever on an increasingly used
surveillance method that does not
require court warrants, according to
Justice Department documents obtained
via the Freedom of Information Act.

But just as interesting as DOJ’s failure to
follow the law on disclosing these surveillance
tools are two details from the emails Chris
Soghoian liberated to make all this clear.

First, note the December 23, 2009 email from
Janet Webb (on PDF 4) revealing that DOJ’s
agencies weren’t tracking email pen registers
(that is, lists of who was emailing each other),
and one of them–they speculate DEA–still wasn’t
in 2009.

FBI only began keeping computer
intercept stats a couple of years ago.
The other agency may be DEA.

From which we might assume DEA is engaging in a
ton of email tracking they don’t want to tell
anyone about?

Wired suggests why they may not be tracking such
information.

Another feature of [the Electronic
Communication Privacy Act] had once
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protected Americans’ electronic
communications from the government’s
prying eyes, but it has become so
woefully outdated that it now grants the
authorities nearly carte blanche powers
to obtain Americans’ e-mail stored in
the cloud, such as in Gmail or Hotmail —
without a court warrant.

That is, we probably should assume these email
numbers are so small–and DEA isn’t tracking them
at all–because they’re just taking them, with no
court oversight at all.

The other detail to remember about these reports
is they include only criminal surveillance, not
intelligence surveillance. Russ Feingold staffer
Lara Flint makes that clear in her request, and
DOJ staffer Mark Agrast makes it clear in his
response. They’re getting that information via
other means, presumably NSLs or Section 215.

So while they’re hiding a lot of the cloud
computer spying they’re doing in the name of
criminal investigations, that doesn’t even
scratch the surface of the degree to which
they’re tracking who emails whom.


